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DID YOU KNOW THAT ....

The Yerushalmi (Peah 1) darshens the Posuk: lbuvn ‘s ,t scf –
lbbja vnn (from that with which Hashem has blessed you). One
must fulfill mitzvos such as Sukkah, Lulav, Shofar, Tefillin,
Tzitzis, Tzedaka etc.. if one has the means to do so. If one does not
have enough money he is not obligated. The Biur Halacha (656)
states that this is proof that a poor man is not obligated to be
ohj,pv kg ktua (go around collecting Tzedaka) for such mitzvos.
Why then is a poor person obligated to be ohj,pv kg ktua to
fulfill the mitzvos of Ner Chanukah and the 4 cups of wine on
Pesach which are D’Rabanan ? And if one is so obligated for
mitzvos D’Rabanan, shouldn’t he certainly be so obligated in
Torah mitzvos ? The Gemara explains that Ner Chanukah and the
4 Pesach cups produce Pirsumei Nisa which increases their
priority, whereas Torah mitzvos do not. However, the Shulchan
Aruch (263:2) rules that one must also be ohj,pv kg ktua to light
Shabbos candles, as they provide Oneg Shabbos, which is only
vkce hrcsn and has no element of Pirsumei Nisa. A possible
explanation suggests that Torah mitzvos are based on Hashem’s
desire that mitzvos take place, which has a built-in exemption for
xbut, such as where one cannot afford to perform the mitzvah
himself. But mitzvos D’Rabanan are based on Chazal’s desire that
each individual perform a specific Rabbinic mandate, and as such,
an xbut exemption of poverty was not built-in to the mitzvah.
Oneg Shabbos (u,scfu) is similar, as each individual is personally
obligated to honor the Shabbos (e.g. with Shabbos candles) and
since it is separate from the mitzvah of Shabbos itself (which has
allowances for xbut) here too one may not plead poverty.

The Gemara (Bava Kamma 23b) quotes a Mishna which states
that one who incites a dog or a snake to attack someone is not
liable for the damages, since he only caused the damage - referred
to as Gramah, and did not actually inflict it. However, one who
damages someone more directly, such as by destroying his IOU
documents which will prevent collection of debts owed to him, is
liable for such an act, which is called Garmi. Tosafos (Bava Basra
22b) distinguishes between the two, suggesting that the liability of
a Garmi act is in essence a penalty, which only applies where
damage is common and expected. The Terumas HaDeshen (307)
was asked regarding a Shliach Tzibur who was removed from his
post because of a lie someone said about him. Later, when the lie
was exposed, the community had already hired someone else. The
Terumas HaDeshen ruled that the evil liar needs a significant
Kaparah, and he may be put into Cherem until he appeases his
victim, who is under no obligation to forgive him. But he is not
monetarily liable to his victim for the loss of livelihood, as this is
a case of Gramah. The Korban Nesanel suggests that this is
behind the Midrash (Lekach Tov – Bereshis 37) which explains
the words: u,hnvk u,ut ukfb,hu, by saying that Yosef’s brothers
incited their dogs against Yosef. Since Yosef spoke badly of his
brothers to Yaakov, and Yaakov so obviously favored Yosef, the
brothers feared that Yaakov would disinherit them, and give
Yosef all his possessions. Since, under the laws of Gramah, Yosef
could not be held liable for this, the brothers decided to treat
Yosef the same way, by inciting their dogs to kill him, for which
they would not be liable. However, the Gemara (ibid) derives
from the Mishna (Sanhedrin 76a) that even if an inciter of animals
If one wishes to warn someone about associating with Ploni for a is Potur, the animal’s owner is still liable for its behavior. As
such, Reuven said: apb ubfb tk pointing out that although they
valid reason, must he be ready to say it even in front of Ploni ?
would not be liable as inciters, they would still be liable as
owners, and it would be better to throw Yosef into a pit, where the
(May one accept a report of Lashon HoRa epxn ?)
snakes were ownerless.
One may not accept Lashon HoRa as epx true, although one is A Lesson Can Be Learned From:
permitted to be wary of someone about whom Lashon Hora was
spoken. Since the Kohen Gadol was warned not to do the Avodah
on Yom Kippur in the manner of the Tzedokim, which caused him
to cry at the thought that some people might have a small
suspicion epxn that he was a Tzedoki, we see that even a suspicion
epxn is also disparaging.

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:

DIN'S CORNER:

Since the mitzvah of Neiros Chanukah is fulfilled at the moment
of lighting, if the candle goes out there is no need to relight it.
However this assumes that the lighting was done properly. Thus,
if the candles were lit in a windy place and were subsequently
extinguished by the wind, one must relight them in a place safe
from the wind. Also, if as one lights, it is apparent that the wick is
not catching the flame well and the flame is certain to go out,
ohxp = ohx-p as a Remez to the 80 (p) years in which Yosef
when it does go out, one must relight. (MB 673:25)
ruled over Egypt from the 110 (ohx) years that he lived.
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